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"MarriaSe may be unattractive in its pres€nt
form, but enlarging it to embrace same-s€x
couoles would transform it into somethinA new."

TF{8,

M A R . R . N , { G E D E B -A l f E '
"Marriage runs contrary to primary goals of the
lesbian and gay movement-the amrmation
of gay identity and culture and the validation
of many forms of relationships."

"But gay
Most of us haueprobablyshouted,
peoplecan't get matried!" while explaining why
we were less than thrilled to haoe to attend a
cousin'swedding.ksbians and gay men can't get
married; 57 percentof straight peoplein the US
disapproaeof two peopleof the samesex liaing
together as a married couple (according to a
recent poll conducted by the Sart
Francisco Examiner); and until
recently, the odds
of winning the
ight to marry haae
impossible.
seemed

A
Must

MARRIA
GAY

But slowly,thepnspectof legallesbianand
gay maniageshaaebecomelessof a fairytale,
This yeat Denmarkchangedits laws to allow
them.And in theUS,theBoafi of Directorsof the
Bar Associationin SanFranciscocalledfor a
change
in theCalifonia lawsthat nalcemarriage
,
Pttotograpky theile prwinceif heterosenak.Izgisbtion ttut
by Isa Mnssu extenihminimatbenefttsto unnunieil 'dotgstic

0rA
Bust?
partners" recently was enactedin San Francisco
and WestHollryood, which nowjoin the ranks of
Berkeleyand Santa Cruz, Califomia and Madison, Wisconsinwhere domesticpartners haoe
beengrantedeaenmorepartial bmefits,
"The
If the popularity of
Wedding" (the
euentat the 1987Mrrch on Washington
for Lesbian and Gay Rights at which thousandsof men
"rarried"
theb paftnerc of the same
and women
sex)is any indication of popubr sentimentin our
communities,many lesbiansand gay mm aooss
the country would get hitchzd in a second,if we
actuallycould.
But how big of a prioity should the lesbian
and gay mooanent place on seekingthat right?
Whilefau would begrudgeony couplethe right to
publicly celebratetheb rclationship, there is lc.s
consensusabout how much energy we should
erpend to get the goaernment to sanction those
samerelationships.
Lesbianand gay cioil rights organizations
acrossthe country, including the Na t York-based
lambda Legal Defenseand EducationFund, hnae
beendebatingthis question.In the pagesthat follow, two lambda staffmonberssharesomeof the
argument, that haae surfucedas their organization has eaaluatedwhat kinds of ptuedent-settins casesit shouldtakeon.
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VEN THOUGH, these days, few lesbians
and gay men enter into mairiages recognized
by law, absolutely every gay person has an
"institution." (The
opinion on marriage as an
word "institution" brints to mind, perhaps
appropriately, museums.) After all, we all
know quite a bit about the subiect. Most of us
grew up in marital households. Virtually all
of us, regardless of race, creed, gender, and
culture, have received lectures on the propdery if not the sanctitt of marriage-which
usually suggests that those who choose not to
marry are both unhappy ald unhealthy. We
all have been witnesses, willing or not to a
lifelong parade of other people's marriages,
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'Mo*oaE
IS a great institution...if
you like living in institutions," according to a
bit of T-shiri philosophy I saw recently. Certainly, marriage is an institution. It is one of
the most venerable, impenetrable institutions
in modern society. Marriage provides the ultimate form of acceptancefor personal intimate
relationships in our society, and gives those
who marry an insider status of the most powertu] kind.
Steeped in a patriarchal system that looks
to ownership, property, and dominance of
men over women as ite basis, the institution
of mariage long has been the focus of radical
feminist revulsion. Marriage defines certain
relationships as more valid than all others.
Lesbian and gay relationships, being neither
legaliy sanctioned or comningled by blood
are always at the bottom of the heap of social
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acceptanceand importance,
Givm t}re imprimatur of social and personal al4rmval whidr marriage provides, it is
not surprising that some lesbians and gay
men among us would look to legal marriage
for self-affirmation, Aftet all, those who
marry can be instantaneously transformed
P A U L A L . E T T E L B R I C K
from "outsiders" to
"insiders," and we have
a desperate need to become insiders.
It could make w feel
OK about ourselves, perhaps even relieve some
of the internalized homophobia that we all lnow
so well. Society will then
(Coninud ofl Wge14)
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unlucky, but I have seen preciously few marriages over the course of my forty years that
invite admiration and emulation. AlI too
oftery marriage appears to petrify rather than
satisfy and enrich, even for couples in their
twenties and thirties who have had a chance
to learn the lessons of feminism. Almost
inevitably, the partners seem to fall into a
"husbalrd" role and a "wt6e" roIe, with such
latter-day modifications as the wife who
works in addition to raising the children and
managing the household.
Let me be blunl in its traditional form,
marriage has been oppressive, especially
(although not entirely) to women. Indeed,
r:ntil the middle of the iast century, marriage
was, at its legal and social essence,an extension of the husband and his paternal family.
Under the English common law, wives were
among the husband's "chattel"-personal
could not, among other
property-and
things, hold property in thet own names. The
common law crime of adultery demonstrates
the unequal treatment accorded to husbands
and wives: while a woman who slept with a
man who wasn't her husband committed
adultery a man who slept with a woman not
his wife committed fornication. A man was
legally incapable of committing adultery,
except as an accomplice to an errant wife. The
underiying offense of adultery was not the
sexual betrayal of one partner by the oiher,
but the wife's engaging in conduct capable of
tainting the husband's bloodlines. (I swear on
my Black'sLaw Dictionary that I have not
made this up!)
N e v e r t h e l e s s ,d e s p i t e t h e o p p r e s s i v e
nature of marriage historically, and in spite of
the general absenceof edifying examples of
modern heterosexual marriage, I believe very
strongiy that every lesbian and gay man
should have the right to marry the same-sex
partner of his or her choice, and that the gay
rights movement shouid aggressively seek
firll legal recognirion for same-sexmarriages.
To those who might not agree, I respectfuIly
offer three explanations, one practical, one
political and one philosophical.
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The PractlcalExplanatlon
The iegal status of ma-rriage rewards the two
individuals who travel to the altar (or its secular equivalent) with substantial economic
and practical advantages. Married couples
may reduce their tax liability by filing a joint
return. They are enfitled to special government benefits, such as those given surviving
spouses and dependents through the Social
Security progtam. They can inherit from one
another even when there is no will. They are
immune from subpeonas requiring testimony
against the other spouse. And marriage to an
American citizen gives a foreigner a right to
residenry in the United States.
Other advantages have arisen not by Law
but by custom. Most employers offer health
insulance to their employees, and many will
include an employee's spouse in the benefits
package usually at the employer's expense.
Virtually no employer will indude a partner
who is not married to an employee, whether
of the same sex or not. Indeed, very few
insurance companies even offer the possibili"domestic
ty of a group health plan covering
parhers" who are not married to one another.
Two years ago, I tried to find such a poliry for
Lambda, and discovered that not one insurance company authorized to do business in
New York-the second-largest state in the
country with more than 17 million residents-would accommodate us. (Lambda has
tried to make do by paying for individual
insurance policies for the same-sex partners
of its employees who otherwise would to
uninsured but these individual policies are
usually narrower in scope than $oup policies, often require applicants to furnish individual medical information not required
under most group plans, and are typically
much more expensiveper person.)
In short, the law generally presumes in
favor of every marital relationship, and acts
to preserye and foster it, and to enhance the
rights of the individuals who enter into it. It is
usually possible, with enough money and the
right advice, to rep[cate some of the benefits
conferred by the iegal status of marriage
through the use of documents like wills and
power of attomey forms, but that protecti.on
Fall 1989
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will inevitably, under current circumstances,
be incomplete.
The law (as I suspect wi.ll come as no sutprise to the readers of ihis journal) still looks
upon lesbians and gay men with suspicion,
and this suspicion casts a shadow over the
documents they execute in recognition of a
same-sexrelaiionship. If a lesbian leaves
property to her lover, her will may be invalidated on the grounds that it was executed
under the "undue influence" of the would-be
OIJT/LOOK

beneficiary. A proPerty agreement may be
denied validity becausethe underlying relationship is "meretricious"-akin to Prostitution. (Astonishly, until the mid-seventies, the
law throughout the United States deemed
"meretricious" virtually any formal econornic
aEangement between two PeoPlenot married
to one another, on the theory that an
exchange of property betr/een them was
probably payment for sexual services;the
Supreme Court of California helped unravel
ll

Marriagleis
the politlcal
issue that
most fully
tests the dedi.
catlon of people who ale
not gay to full
equallty fol
gay people.
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this quaint legal fantasy in its 1976 ruling in
the first famous "palimony" case,Marvin o,
Mnntin,) T'he law has progressed considerably
beyond the uniformiy oppressive state of
affairs before 7969, b'lt it is still far from
enthusiastic about gay people and their relationships-to put it mildly,
Moreover, there are some barriers one
simply cannot transcend outside of a formal
marriage. When the Intemal Revenue Code
or the Immigration and Naturalizdtion Act
say "married," they mean "married" by definition of state statute. When the employer's
group health plan says "spouse," it means
"spouse" in the eyes of the iaw, not the eyes
of the loving coupie,
But there is another drawback. Coupies
seekint to protect their relationship through
wills and other documents need knowledge,
determination and-most importantlymoney. No money, no lawyer. And no lawye4
no protection. Those who lack the sophistication or the wherewithal to retain a lawyer are
simply stuck in most circumstances. Extending the right to marry to gay couples would
assure that those at the bottom of the economic ladder have a chance to secure theb relationship rights, too.

The PolitlcalExplanatlon
The daim that gay couples ought to be able to
marry is not a new one. In the seventies,
same-sex couples in three stateg-Minnesota,
Kentucky and Washington-brought
constitutional challenges to the marriage statutes,
and in all three instances they failed. In each
of the three, the court offered two basic justifications for limiting marriage to male-female
couples: history and procreation. Mtness this
passagefrom the Supreme Court of Minnesota's 1971opinion in Bakera, Nelson:"The institution of marriage as a union of man and
woman, uniquely involving the procreation
and rearing of children within a family, is as
old as the book of Genesis.... This historic
institution manifestly is more deeply founded
than the asserted contemporary concept of
marriage and societal inierests for which petitioners contend."
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Today no American jurisdiction recognizes the right of two women or two men to
marrjr one another, although several nations
in Northern Europe do. Even more telling,
until earlier this year, there was little discussion within the gay rights movement about
whether such a right should exist As far as I
can tell, no gay organizatio_nof any size, local
or national, has yet declared the right to
marry as one of its goals.
With all due respect to my colleagues and
friends who take a different view, I believe it
is time to renew the effort to overturn the
existing marriage laws, and to do so in
earnest, with a commitment of money and
energy, through both the courts and the state
legislatures. I am not naive about the likelihood of imminent victory. There is none.
Nonetheless-and here I will not mince
words-I would like to see the issue rise to
the top of the agenda of every gay organizatior; induding my own (although that judgmeni is hardly mine alone).
Why give it such prominence? Why
devote resoulces to such a distant goal?
Becausemarriage is, I believe, the political
issue that most fully tests the dedication of
pmple who are zof gay to full equality for gay
people, and also the issue most likely to lead
ultimately to a world free from discrirrrination
against lesbians and gay men.
Marriage is much more than a relationship sanctioned by law. It is the centerpiece of
our entire social stmcture. the core of the traditi.onal notion of "tadJy." Even in its present
tarnished state, the marital relationship
inspires sentiments suttesting that it is some.
thing almost suprahuman. The Supteme
Cor-ut, in striking down an anti-contraception
statute in 1965, called marriage "noble" and
"intimate to the degree of being sacred."
The
Roman Catholic Church and the Moral Majority would go-and have gone-considerably
further.
Lesbians and gay men are now denied
entry to this "noble" and "sacred" institution.
The implicit message is this: two men or two
women are incapable of achieving such an
exalted domestic state. Gay relationships are
somehow less significant, less valuable. Such
Fall 1989

relationships may, from ti:ne to time and frort
couple to couple, give the appearance of a
marriage, but they can nevel be of the sarre
quality or imPortance'
I resent-indeed, I loathe-that conception of same+ex relationships. And I am convinced that ultimately the only way to over'
turn it is to remove the barrier to marriage
that now limits the freedom of every gay man
and lesbian.
That is to not to deny.the value of
"domestic
statutes
PartnershiP" ordinances, "marital
that prohibit discrimination based on
statrls," and other legal advances that can
enhance the rights (as well as the di$ity) of
gay couples. Without question, such advances
move us further along the Path to equality'
But their value can only be partial. (The
"domestic
recently enacted San Francisco
partnership" ordinance, for example, will
have practical value only for gay people who
happen to be employed by the City of San
Francisco and want to include their non-marital spouses in Part of the city's fringe benefit
package; the vast majority of gay San Franciscans-those employed by someone other than
the city-have only a symbolic victory to
savor.) Measures of this kind can never assure
full equality. Gay relationships will continue
to be accorded a subsidiary status until the
day that gay couples have exactly the same
rights as their heterosexual counterParts. To
my rrind, that means either that the ritht to
marry be extended to us, or that marriage be
abolished in its present form for all couples,
presumably to be repiaced by some new legal
entity-an unlikeiy alternative.

The Phllosophlcal Explanatlon
I confessedat the outset that I personally
found marriage in its Present avatar rather,
well unattractive. Nonetheless, even from a
philosophical perspective, I believe the right
to marry should become a stated goal of the
gay rights movement.
First, and most basically, the issue is not
the desirabiiity of matriage, but rather the
desirability of t}.Leight to marry. That I think
two lesbians or two gay men should be entiOUT /LOOK

tled to a marriage license does not mean that I
think all gay people should find aPPrcPriate
partners and exercise the right, should it
eventually edst I actually rathet doubt that I,
mvself, would want to marry, even though I
share a household with another man who is
exceedingly dear to me. There are others who
feel differently, for economic, symbolic, or
rorrantic reasons. They shoul4 to my mind
unquestionably have the oPPortunity to
marry if they wish and otherwise meet the
requirements of the state (Iike being old
enough).
Furthermore, marriage may be unattractive and even oPPressive as it is currently
structured and practiced, but enlarging the
concept to embrace same-sex couples would
necessarily transform it into something new'
If two women can marr)t/ or two me& marriage--even for heterosexuals-need not be a
"wiJe." Extendunion of a "husband" and a
ing the right to marry to gay people-that is'
abolishing the traditional gender requirements of marriage--can be one of the means,
perhaps the principal onq tfuough which the
institution divests itself of the sexist traPPinF
of the past.
Some of my colleagues disagree with me.
I welcome their thoughts and the debates and
discussions our different perspectives will
trigger. The movement for equality for lesbians and gay men can only be enriched
through this collective exPioration of the
question of marriage. But I do believe many
thousands of gay people want the right to
marry. And I think, too, they will earn that
right for themselves sooner than most of us
imacine. V

ThomasB. Stoddard is the Executive Director of the
Inmbda Legal Defenseand Education Fund. He is a
Iauryer,seroeson the adjunct faculty of the New yolk
Llxioersity Schoolot' lazo, and is the co-authorof The
Rights of Gay People (Bantam)'
About the artist: Isa Massu is a French photogrqPher
whocuftently liaesandworksin SanFranc[sco.
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celebrate the birth of our chiidren and mourn
the death of our spouses. It would be easier to
get heaith insurance for our spouses, fa.nily
memberships to the iocal museum, and a
right to inherit our spouse's cherished collection of lesbian mystery novels even if she
failed to draft a will. Never again would we
have to go to a family reunion and debate
about the correct term for i.ntroducing our
lover / partner / significant other to Aunt
Rora. Everything wouid be quite easy and
very nice.
So why does this ullikely event so deeply
disturb me? For two major reasons. First,
marriage will not liberate us as lesbians and
gay men. In fact, it wili constrain us, make us
more invisible, force our assirnilation into the
mainstream, and undermine the goals of gay
liberation. Second, attaining the right to
marry will not transform our sociefr from one
that makes narrow, but dramatic, distinctions
between those who are married and those
who are not married to one that respects and
encolnages choice of relationships and family
diversity. Marriage runs contrary to two of
the primary goals of the lesbian and gay
movement: the affirmation of gay identity
and culture;and the validation of many forms
of relationships.
When analyzed from the standpoint of
civil rights, certainly lesbians and gay men
should have a right to marry. But obtaining a
right does not always result in justice. White
male firefighters in Birmingham, Alabama
have been fighting for their "rights" to retain
their jobs by overturning the city's affirmative
action guidelines. ff thet "rights" prevail, the
courts will have failed in rendering justice.
The "righf fought for by the white male firefighters, as well as those who advocate
strongiy for the 'rithts" to legal marriage for
gay people, will result, at best, in limited or
narrowed "justice" for those closest to power
at the expense of those who have been historically marginalized.
The fight for justice has as its goal the
realignment of power imbalances among

individuals and classesof people in society. A
pure "rights" analysis often fails to incorporate a broader understanding of the underlying inequities that operate to deny justice to a
fuller range of people and groups. In setting
our priorities as a community, we must combine the concept of both rights arrd justice. At
this point in time, making legal marriage for
iesbian and gay couples a priority would set
an agenda of gaining rights for a few, but
would do nothing to corect the power imbalances between those who are married
(whether gay of straight) and those who are
not Thus, justice would not be gained.

TI USTTCEFOR GAY men and lesbians will be
ichieved only when we are accepted and supported in this society despite o:ur differences
from the dominant culture and the choices we
make regarding our relationships. Being
queer is more than setting up house, sleeping
with a person of the same gende4 arrd seeking state approval for doing so, It is an identity, a cultue with many variations. It is a way
of dealing with the world by diminishing the
constraints of gender roles which have for so
long kept women and gay people oppressed
and invisible. Being queer mears pushing the
parameters of sex, sexuality, and family, and
in the process transforming the very fabric of
society. Gay Iiberation is inexorably linked to
women's liberation. Each is essential to the
other.
The moment we artue, as some among us
insist on doing, that we should be treated as
equals because we are really just like married
couples and hold the sane values to be true,
we undermine the very purpose of our movement and begin the dangerous ptocess of
silencing our different voices. As a lesbian, I
am fuldamentally different from non-lesbian
women. Thafs the point. Marriage, as it exists
today, is antithetical to my liberation as a lesbian and as a womar because it mainstreams
my life and voice. I do not want be known as
"Mrs. Attached-To-Somebody-Else."
Nor do I
want to give the state the power to regulate
my primary relationship.
Fatl 1989

Yet, ihe concePt of equality in our legal
system does not suPPort differences, it only
supports sameness.The very standard for
"q.rul ptot""tioo is that PeoPlewho are similaily situated must be treated equaily' To
make an argument for equal Protection, we
will be required to ciaim that gay and lesbian
relationships are the same as strai8ht relationships. To gain the right, we must comPare
ourielves to married couples. The law looks
to the insiders as the norm, regardless of how
flawed or uniust their institutions, and
requires that those seeking the law's equal
Drotection situate themselves in a similar posiure to those who are already protected' In
arguing for the right to legal marriage, lesbians and gay men would be forced to daim
that we are iust like heterosexuaL couples,
have the same goals and purposes, artd vow
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to structure our lives similarly' The law provides no room to argue that we are different,
but are nonetheless entitled to equal Protection.
The thought of emphasizing our sameness to married heterosexuals in order to
"right" terrifies me' It riPs away
obtain this
the very heart and soul of what I believe it is
to be a lesbian in this world. It robs me of the
opportunity to make a difference. We end up
mimicking all that is bad about the instituuon
of marriage in our effort to aPPear to be the
sameas straight couPles.
By looking to our sameness and oeemphasizing our differences, we don't even
place ourselves in a Position of power that
iould allow us to transform marriage from
an institution that emPhasizesProPerty and
state resulation of relationships to an institu-
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tion which recognizes one of many types of
valid and respected reiationships. Until the
constitution is interpreted to respect and
encourage differences, pursuing the legalization of same-sex marriage would be leading
our movement into a trap; we would be
demanding access to the very institution
which, in its current form. would undermine
orl movement to recognize many different
kinds of relationships. We would be perpetuating the elevation of married relaiionships
and of "couples" in general, and further
edipsing other relationships of choice.
Ironically, gay maffiage, instead of liberatint gay sex and sexuality, wouid further
outlaw all gay and lesbian sex which is not
performed in a marital context. Just as sexually active non-married women face stigma and
double standards around sex and sexual
activiry so too would non-maried gay people. The only legitimate gay sex would be that
which is cloaked in and regulated by. marriage. Its legiti:nacy would stem not from an
acceptance of gay sexuality, but because the
Supreme Court and society in general fiercely
protect the privacy of marital relationships.
Lesbians and gay men who do not seek the
state's stamp of approval would dearly face
increased sexual oppression.

Tlv,, TNDOUBTEDLY, whether we admit it or
not we all need to be accepted by the broader
society. That motivation fuels our work to
eliminate discrimination in the workplace
and elsewhere, fight for custody of our children, create our own families, and so on. The
growing discussion about the right to marry
may be explained in part by this need for
acceptance.Those closer to the norm or to
power in this country are more likely io see
marriage as a principle of freedom and equality. Those who are more acceptable to the
mainstream because of race, gender, and economic status are more likely to want the right
to ma!ry, It is the final acceptance, the ultimate affirmation of identity.
On the other hand, more marginal members of the lesbian and tay community
(women, people of color, working class and

poor) are less likeiy to see marriage as having
relevance to our struggles for survival. After
all, what good is the affirsration of our relationships (that is, marital relationships) if we
are rejected as women, black, or working
dass?
The path to acceptanceis much more
complicated for many of,qs. For instance, if
we choose legal marriage, we may enjoy the
right to add oru spouse to our health insurance policy at work, since most employment
policies are defined by one's marital status,
not family relationship. However, that choice
assumes that we have a job and that our
employer provides us with health benefits.
For women, particularly women of color who
tend to occupy the low-paying jobs that do
not provide healthcare benefits at all, it wiu
not matter one bit if they are able to marry
their woman partners. The opportunity to
marry wi.ll neither get them the health bene
fits nor transform them from outsider to
insider.
Of course, a white man who marries
another white man who has a full-time job
with benefits will certainly be able to share in
those benefits and overcome the only obstade
left to fuIl societal assimilation-the goal of
many in his class. In other words, gay marriage will not topple the system that allows
only the privileged few to obtain decent
health care. Nor will it dose the privilege gap
between those who are married and those
who are not,
Marriage creates a t$/o-tier system that
allows the state to regulate relationships. It
has become a facile mechanism for employers
to dole out benefits, for businesses to provide
special deals arrd incentives, and for the law
to make distinctions in distributing meager
public funds. None of these entities bothers to
consider the reiationship among people; the
love, respect and need to protect that exists
among all kinds of family members. Rather, a
simple certificate of the state, regardless of
whether the spouses love, respect, or even see
each other on a regular basis, dominates and
is supported. None of this dynamic will
change if gay men and lesbians are given the
option of marriage.
FaU1989

Gay ma:riage will not help us address the
systemic abuses inherent in a society that
does not provide decent health care to all of
its citizens, a right that should not depend on
whether the individual 1) has sufficient
resources to afford health care or health insurance, 2) is working and receives health insurance as part of compensation, or 3) is married
to a partner who is working and has health
coverage which is extmded to sPouses.It will
not address the underlying unfairness that
allows businesses to Provide discounted services or goods to families and couples-who
are defined to include straight, married People and their children, but not domestic Partners.
Nor will it address the pain and anguish
of the unmarried lesbian who receives word
of her partner's accident, rushes to the hosPital and is prohibited from entering the intensive care unit or obtaining information about
her condition solely because she is not a
spouse or family member. Likewise, marriage
will not help the gay victim of domestic violence who, because he chose not to marry
finds no protection under the law to keep his
violent lover away.

T
IF

TFIE LAWS CFIANGE tomorrow and lesbians and gay men were allowed to marry/
where would we find the incentive to continue the progressive movement we have started
that is pushing for societal and legal recognition of all kinds of family relationships? To
create other options and alternatives? To find
a place in the law for the elderly couple who,
for companionship and economic reasons,
live together but do not marry? To recogrrize
the right of a long-time, but unmai.ried, gay
partner to stay in his rent-controlled aPartment after the death of his lover, the only
named tenant on the lease? To recognize the
farnily relationship of the lesbian couple and
the two gay men who are jointly sharing
child-raising responsibilities? To get the law
to acknowiedge that we may have more than
one relationship worthy of legal protection?
Marriage for lesbians and gay men still
will not provide a real choice unless we conOUT/LOOK

tinue the work our collrmunity has begun to
spread the privilege around to other relationships. We must first break the tradition of piling benefits and privileges on to those who
are married while ignoring the real ffe needs
of those who are not. OnIy when we de'institutionalize marriage and bridge the economic
and privilege gaP between the married and
the unmarried will each of us have a true
choice. Otherwise, our choice not to marry
will continue to lack Iegal protection and societal respect.
The lesbian and gay community has laid
the groundwork for revolutionizing socieE/s
views of family. The domestic partnership
movement has been an imPortant Part of this
progress insofar as it validates non-marital
relationships. Becauseit is not limited to sexual or romantic relationships, domestic Partnership provides an imPortant oPPortunity
for many who are not related by blood or
marriage to claim certain minimal Protections,
It is crucial, thougtL that we avoid the
pifall of framing the push for legal recognition of domestic partners (those who share a
primary residence and financial responsibilities for each other) as a stePPing stone to marriage. We must keeP our eyes on the goals of
providing true alternatives to mardage and of
radically reordering socie{s view of family.
The goals of Iesbian and gay liberation
must simply be broader than the right to
marry. Gay and lesbian marriages may minimally transform the institution of marriage by
diluting its traditional patriarchal dynamic,
but they wiil not transform society. They will
not demoiish the two-tier system of the
"haves" and the "have nots." We must not
fool ourselves into believint that marriate
will make it acceptable to be gay or lesbian.
We will be iiberated only when we are
respected and accepted for our differences
and the diversity we provide to this society.
Marriage is not a path to that liberation. V

Bolng queel
ls more than

settlng up
house, sleeF
InElwltha
percon of the
Same gendel,

and seokinEi
state approval
for dolng so.
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